EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
2018-2019 UNIFORM GUIDELINES
PK, JK, SK
BOYS

The ECS Administrators reserve the right to make decisions as needed to clarify any questions regarding the Uniform Guidelines.

Dress Item
Shirts
Shorts

Pants

Sweaters (optional)
Shoes

Socks
Hair/Accessories/
Miscellaneous

Additional Items
Jackets

Description
* Dennis Knit w/ ECS Monogram in Cardinal Red or
White (short or long sleeve).
* 100% Cotton or Cotton Blend, Relaxed fit, Pleated or Flat Front
Khaki Shorts. Dennis brand is strongly recommended. Elastic waist Khaki
shorts are also available at Dennis but may be purchased elsewhere.
* Shorts with belt loops must be worn with belt.
* Shorts not purchased at Dennis must be same style and color
* No stone-washed, light khaki or gray.
* 100% Cotton or Cotton Blend, Pleated or Flat Front Khaki Pants. Dennis
brand is strongly recommended. Elastic waist khaki pants are also
available at Dennis but may be purchased elsewhere.
* Pants with belt loops must be worn with belt.
* Pants not purchased at Dennis must be same style and color
* No stone-washed, light khaki or gray.
* Dennis pullover w/ ECS Monogram-Cardinal Only
* Dennis shoes are a good option but not required.
* Low top, closed toe, closed heel shoes such as loafers, tennis
shoes, Merrells, Wallabys, etc.
* Shoes should not have cartoon characters, wheels or lights.
* Tennis shoes must be worn on P.E. days.
* Solid white crew socks
* Solid white or black ankle socks (must touch or cover ankle)
* Hair should be a natural color and should not touch the ear,
obscure the eyebrows, or touch the collar.
* No unusual or trendy haircuts that make a statement.
* Jewelry is not allowed (this includes necklaces and bracelets).
* Conservative wrist watches are allowed (no neon colors). No Smart watches.
* Any undershirts (t-shirts) must be solid white.
* Gray Pullover Sweatshirt with eagle monogram.
* Gray Sweatpants with eagle monogram.
* Solid black or dark gray full-zip style jacket. Any writing or image must be small
enough it can be covered with a credit card. (See asterisk below) Fleece or
Apex/soft shell material is acceptable. No sweatshirt style or material.
**The jackets described above are the only jackets allowed in classrooms or chapel.
Other jackets may be worn at recess and to/from school.

